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Abstract: The objective of this study was to introduce an
algorithm for the implementation of heart rate corrected

METHODS

ST-segment measurement point (STC) and to test the effect

of the measurement point selection on the

diagnostic
performance of the exercise ECG variables in detection of
coronary artery disease. The study population consisted of
347 patients, from which the end-exercise ST-segment
depression, ST depression/heart rate (ST/[IR) index, and
the ST/IIR hysteresis were determined from lead V5. All
these variables were determined based on the STC, ST
depression measured 40ms (ST40), 60ms (5T60) and 80ms
(ST80) after the J-point of the ECG. The areas under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the
ST/HR hysteresis were the largest independently of the

measurement point. This indicated the best overall

diagnostic performance of the ST/HR hysteresis
independently of the selected partion value and the
measurement point.

The study population comprised 347 climcal

and men, respectively. The ECG recordings were made with a
commercial ECG recording system (SYSTEM II EXES,
Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden). The ST-segment and HR

further processing and analysis. The ECG
lead system used in the exercise test was the Mason-Likar
modification of the standard 12-lead system. Exercise tests

data were stored for

were sign-

INTRODUCTION

patients

referred for a routine bicycle exercise ECG test in Tampere
University Hospital []. Of these, 121 had angiographically
proven CAD, whereas the other 220 patients, consisting of l3
patients without CAD according to angiography, l8 patients
without myocardial ischemia according to MIBI SPECT and
189 clinically normal patients with respect to cardiac diseases,
formed the clinical ref-erence group.
The exercise protocol followed a standard clinical routine
with an initial workload of 40 W fbr women and 50 W for men
and an increment of 40 W or 50 W every 4 minutes for women

or

symptom-limited maximal tests using

l2l for termination.
Performing the computer analysis [3] of the stored STsegment and HR data, the ST/HR hysteresis [4], end-exercise
ST depression, and ST/HR index [5] were determined for each
patient from lead V5, in which precordial lead the myocardial
ischemia induced ECG changes occurs most frequently 16,l).
The ST-segment amplitudes used in constructing all these
recommended criteri a

There exist no standard for the optimal time after J-point at

to which to measure the ST-segment depression during the
exercise test. In most of the existing applications of
computerized exercise ECG analysis, the ST-segment
measurement point is related to the J-point with a value
constant throughout the exercise test irrespective of the heart

rate (HR) and the ST-segment configuration. Thus the
magnitude of the measured ST-segment depression is
influenced by the prevailing HR and ST-segment
configuration. At high HR the fixed ST-segment measurement

point tends to slip over the T-wave and at low HR the
repolarization of atriums will disturb the measurement. The
former etfect could be generally avoided using earlier
measurement point of 40ms after the J-point (ST40) and the
latter using later measurement point of 80 ms after the J-point
(ST80). The widely used measurement point 60 ms afler the Jpoint (5T60) is a some kind of compromise. However, it will
raise a question why using the same fixed measurement point

l0 prV using
the fixed measurement points ST40, 5T60, and ST80 as well
as the HR corrected measurement point, which was based on
the QT correction method introduced by Rautaharju and coworkers [8,9]. The algorithm, presented in Figure I, was fixed
to the ST-segment measurement point 5T60 at HR of 100
beats/min.
diagnostic variables were measured to the nearest
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constantly related to J-point throughout the exercise test
eventhough many algorithms correcting the effbct of HR has

been developed. The heart rate correction would

fix

the
measurement point of the ST-segment depression to match the
same phase of ventricle repolarization throughout the exercise
test.

The objective of this study was to introduce algorithm for
implementation of HR corrected ST-segment measurement
point and to test the effect of the measurement point selection
on the diagnostic performance of the exercise ECG variables
in detection of coronary artery disease (CAD).
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Figure 1. The fixed and the HR corrected ST-segment
measurement points as a function of heart rate.
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The overall diagnostic performances of the diagnostic
variables were compared independently of the operating point

(i.e., partition value) selection by means of the receiver
operating characteristics (ROC) analysis. The area under the
ROC curve represents the overall diagnostic performance; i.e.,
the probability that a random pair of patients with and without
CAD will be correctly diagnosed. The larger area the under the
ROC curve, the better overall diagnostic performance [0].
RESULTS
The areas under the ROC curves of the diagnostic variables

with different ST-segment measurement points are given in
Table l. The area under the ROC curves of the ST/HR
hysteresis were the largest independently of the ST-segment
measurement point. The largest areas of each variable were
achieved when the measurements were based on ST80. The
overall diagnostic performance of the end-exercise ST
depression was most influenced by the ST-segment
measurement point, whereas that of the ST/HR hysteresis was

ST-segment depression during the postexercise recovery
phase.

We believe, that the HR

maximum HR to the end-exercise ST depression, ST/HR index
and ST/HR hysteresis. It is reasonable to obtain the important
diagnostic information provided by the maximum HR and STsegment configuration with separate variables to the diagnostic
decision making.
In conclusion, the ST/HR hysteresis determined from lead
V5 had the best overall diagnostic performance in detection of
CAD independently of the selected partion value and the STsegment measurement point.
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ST40 = ST-segment measurement point 40 ms after J-point; 5T60 = STsegment Ineasurement point 60 ms after J-point; ST80 = ST-segment
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corrected ST-segment

point provides a way to minimize the
confounding effbct of ST-segment confi-euration and
measurement
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